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Abstract

Controversy regarding the aetiology and treatment of patients with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) continues to affect the medical professions. The Cochrane collaboration advises practitioners to implement graded exercise therapy for CFS sufferers using cognitive behavioural principles. In contrast there is evidence that exercise can induce symptom exacerbations in CFS where too vigorous exercise/activity promotes immune dysfunction, which in turn increases symptoms in patients with CFS. When designing and implementing an exercise programme it is important to be aware of both these seemingly opposing view points in order to deliver a programme without any detrimental effects on CFS pathophysiology. Using evidence from both the biological and clinical sciences, the present manuscript explains that graded exercise therapy for people with CFS can be safely undertaken without detrimental effects to the immune system. Exercise programs should be designed to cater for individual physical capabilities and should also account for the fluctuating nature of symptoms commonly reported by people with CFS. In line with cognitive behaviourally and graded exercise-based strategies, self-management for people with CFS involves encouraging the patients to pace their activities and respect their physical and mental limitations with the ultimate aim of improving their everyday function.
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Introduction

Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) describes a disorder that consists of chronic debilitating fatigue that cannot be explained by any known medical or psychological condition (1). Symptoms in CFS are numerous and include generalised headaches, sore throat, mild fever, myalgia, and sleep disturbances (1). To date, controversy regarding the aetiology and treatment of patients with CFS continues to affect the medical and allied medical professions.

From our current understanding it is generally accepted that, like many other conditions, CFS represents a combination of physiological and psychological impairments. Consequently, a comprehensive approach to patients with CFS must address both biological and psychosocial aspects. Practicing evidence based medicine requires that a clinician integrates the best evidence from both the clinical and fundamental sciences in order to provide the best possible care for an individual patient (2). Nowadays, research data from both the biological and clinical sciences can be incorporated in the clinical reasoning process and treatment of patients with CFS.

The Cochrane collaboration advises practitioners to implement graded exercise therapy for CFS sufferers using cognitive behavioural principles (3,4). Cognitive behavioural therapy represents a psychological and physical intervention approach aimed at assisting individuals in re-evaluating concepts related to their illness and in adopting thoughts and behaviours designed to promote recovery (5). This approach to graded exercise therapy, however, advises patients to keep exercising at the same level even when they develop symptoms in response to the exercise (6,7). In contrast there is some evidence of immune dysfunction in CFS and recent experimental research shows further deregulation of the immune system in response to too vigorous exercise, leading to an increase in fatigue and musculoskeletal pain.
(postexertional malaise) (8,9). This seemingly contradictory evidence might leave clinicians with a dilemma. On the one hand it is clear from the clinical sciences that we should advise people with CFS to undertake a graded exercise program, but then again we do not want to cause damage to the immune system of our patients. But can we actually cause damage to the immune system of our patients by applying graded exercise therapy? Is it possible to design an appropriate exercise programme for people with CFS without leading to an exacerbation of their symptoms?

The aim of the manuscript is to provide an integrated model for exercise therapy in patients with CFS. The present report explains that it is possible to integrate evidence from both the biological and clinical sciences to design a programme of graded exercise therapy for people with CFS that can be safely undertaken without detrimental effects on the immune system. The first part of the report provides an overview on the interactions between the psychology, biology and exercise physiology in patients with CFS, in order to create a firm theoretical basis for designing and implementing an exercise program for CFS sufferers. The second part of the report explains how graded exercise therapy may be applied in order to account for CFS biology, CFS psychology and the clinical evidence for exercise interventions in CFS.
Interactions between biology, psychology and exercise physiology in patients with CFS

CFS patients often report a fluctuating pattern to their symptoms including their physical and cognitive capabilities. The fluctuating nature of the condition is reflected in the current diagnostic criteria for CFS (1). Clinical studies of CFS patients have provided evidence for a high variability of mental and physical fatigue over a four week period (10). Furthermore, it has been shown that too vigorous exercise (8,9,11) or even a 30% increase in activity (13) frequently triggers a relapse, which may consequently explain at least part of the fluctuating symptom pattern commonly seen in CFS. In line with this are the findings that 1) the lifestyle of CFS patients is characterised by activity peaks followed by very long rest periods (14); and 2) a premorbid overactive lifestyle may play a predisposing and/or initiating role in CFS (15). Even so, patients with CFS are generally able to perform light to moderate exercise (40% of peak oxygen capacity) without exacerbating their symptoms or cognitive performance (16,17).

The severe exacerbation of symptoms following too vigorous exercise, as seen in CFS patients, is not present in other disorders where fatigue is a predominant symptom such as depression, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, or multiple sclerosis (9,18). This post-exertional malaise is a primary characteristic evident in up to 95% of people with CFS (19). A recent study has shown that post-exertional malaise was one of the best predictors in the differential diagnosis of CFS and major depressive disorder (20).

So why do patients with CFS experience symptom increases following activity or exercise peaks? It may be that the exercise is prescribed at an intensity and/or duration that exceed an individual’s current physical capabilities. This premise is supported by studies that reported relapse after vigorous exercise, as well as after a 30% activity increase. It is possible that
exercise at *any* intensity that exceeds a CFS patient’s physical capabilities may result in the worsening of symptoms. However previous trials examining the effect of graded exercise therapy in CFS have reported positive outcomes (7,21,22). This may be due to the subject selection criteria applied in these trials where subjects included in the studies reflect a group of CFS subjects whose overall health and fitness is more robust than other individuals with CFS. This may result in the possibility that those patients with CFS participating in exercise trials are more able to cope with the exercise levels (intensity and duration) used in these trials. CFS is a heterogeneous disorder which can be so severe as to leave people bedbound whilst at the other end of the continuum those with mild CFS symptoms are able to function close to normal, acceptable levels. Ideally, therapies employed for people with CFS should be suitable over the entire range of illness severity. Alternatively, it would be legitimate to have one approach in e.g. mild-moderate CFS, and another approach in moderate-severe CFS. It is the intention of the authors to explain how one can apply the clinical evidence in support of graded exercise therapy to their clients with CFS and possibly to participants initially not coping with exercise levels.

A literature review on psychiatric perspectives on CFS, published in 1998, concluded that it was unclear how an exercise stimulus related to relapses with severe symptoms in CFS patients (23). Since then, however, a number of studies have provided more insight into this issue. Exercise performance and exercise or activity-induced symptom exacerbations in CFS patients appear to be related to immune *(dys)*function in CFS. Resting immune status has been studied in depth in CFS subjects, with evidence of immune activation (24,25) and immune deregulation (26,27) in CFS patients being provided. Deregulation and activation of intracellular immune variables (i.e. activity of the elastase enzyme and cleavage of the RNase L enzyme) were identified as predictors of physiological exercise parameters in CFS patients.
Moreover, it appears that an impaired immune system, which is typically observed in CFS patients, is further downregulated by a (sub)maximal bout of exercise. Indeed, it has been shown that CFS patients respond to an exercise challenge with an enhanced complement activation (9) and an exaggeration of resting differences in gene expression profile in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (30). Vigorous exercise, as well as inappropriate intensities of submaximal exercise, can result in increased oxidative stress and subsequent increased fatigue and musculoskeletal pain (postexertional malaise) in CFS patients (8).

In addition, both isometric and aerobic exercise activate endogenous opioid and adrenergic pain inhibitory mechanisms in healthy subjects, while aerobic exercise increases experimental pain ratings in patients with CFS (31). In patients with fibromyalgia, a condition which overlaps with CFS, altered central pain processing is further augmented by isometric exercise (32), and an increase in muscular vascularity in response to both dynamic and static contractions is blunted (33). This can result in diminishing blood flow towards the working muscles both during and following exercise (33). The altered central pain processing brings us to the central nervous system and the recent findings of global gray matter volume reduction in patients with CFS compared to healthy controls (34). This reduction in gray matter volume was found to be associated with reduced physical activity in the CFS group but not in the healthy subjects (34).

In summary, too vigorous exercise/activity can potentially trigger immune dysfunction in patients with CFS, which in turn increases symptoms. This highlights the importance in designing exercise programs that cater for individual’s physical capabilities and that also account for the fluctuating nature of symptoms commonly reported by people with CFS.
Apart from the biological aspects, psychological factors have been identified as perpetuating factors for CFS (35). Kinesiophobia and subsequent avoidance behaviour, catastrophic thoughts, hypervigilance, acceptance, a poor sense of control over symptoms, and social processes all can all have a negative impact on rehabilitation in those with CFS. Social processes of potential relevance to CFS are a lack of social support and solicitous behaviour. Hypervigilance refers to a strong focus on bodily sensations and is likely to imply a strong focus on post-exertional symptoms. Not all patients with CFS accept the fact that they are seriously ill and need to change their lifestyle accordingly, suggesting that these patients are unlikely to comply with self-management and exercise programs unless acceptance is thoroughly addressed prior to commencing these interventions. These and other psychological and social processes may influence exercise performance and activity levels in individuals with CFS. The psychology of CFS has been discussed at length in the scientific literature, yet few studies have addressed the interactions between psychology and exercise or activity performance.

Avoidance behavior towards physical activity is likely to influence exercise performance and compliance with exercise interventions in any chronic illness. It has been shown that specific activities, which were expected to result in high fatigue levels, were less frequently performed by CFS patients, and furthermore high fatigue expectations were related to low activity levels (36). Kinesiophobia, a specific kind of fear-avoidance behavior, is defined as “an excessive, irrational, and debilitating fear of physical movement and activity resulting from a feeling of vulnerability to painful injury or reinjury” (37). In patients with CFS, kinesiophobia represents a common feature that was found to be of clinical importance (i.e. related to disability), but did not appear to be a determinant of exercise performance (38-40). This observation is in line with a study showing stronger voluntary efforts (i.e. stronger brain
signals recorded with electroencephalogram) during motor tasks in CFS patients compared to healthy controls (41).

Unlike kinesiophobia, pain catastrophizing has recently been identified as a major contributor to both exercise behaviour and musculoskeletal pain severity in patients with CFS (42). Pain catastrophizing concerns interpretations of pain in terms of relevance and potential danger and is therefore classified as an attribution (43). Contrary to pain catastrophizing, anxiety or somatization were not related to the inability of CFS patients to perform a graded exercise test (44). In addition, concurrent psychiatric illnesses have been reported to not adversely affect physical functional capacity (45). Finally, cognitive impairments (e.g. poor memory, poor concentration), which are typically seen in CFS patients, are not exacerbated by (moderate to severe) exercise (17,46).

To date, the authors are unaware of studies examining the interactions between the fluctuating symptom pattern of people with CFS and psychological issues such as catastrophic beliefs, depressive thoughts and mood. Since it is unlikely that immune changes are the sole reason for post-exertional symptoms in those with CFS, studies examining these interactions are warranted.

**Applying science to practice**

There is strong evidence to support specific exercise therapies as a cornerstone in the comprehensive management of CFS (7,21,22,47,48). The evidence from individual randomised clinical trials is underscored by the conclusions of systematic literature reviews by the Cochrane Collaboration (3,4). So why is it that 50% of British CFS patients reported that exercise therapy made them worse? (49). When designing and implementing an exercise
program for CFS sufferers, it is essential to take into account our current understanding of the specific nature of CFS. This suggests that graded exercise therapy for CFS patients should be performed with appropriate supervision from well trained professionals who have an understanding of the potential harm it might cause (6). Indeed, there is currently no evidence that graded exercise therapy, on average, causes harm to CFS patients (3). Still, it remains important to prevent exercise-induced exacerbations in symptoms and immune status when applying exercise therapy to patients with CFS, especially so to guarantee treatment compliance.

Initial success of exercise therapy in CFS is most likely due to the realisation by sufferers that exercise can be safely undertaken without the consequence of relapse. This assists CFS sufferers to abandon any avoidance behaviors to which they may have previously adhered (50). Therefore, one should design graded exercise programs that cater for individual physical capabilities and that also account for the fluctuating nature of symptoms commonly reported by people with CFS. In what follows, the reader is provided with guidelines to implement such a graded exercise therapy program.

When implementing graded exercise therapy with people with CFS, the intensity and duration of activities attempted is crucial. While symptom exacerbation has not been associated with light to moderate exercise (16,17), attempts by CFS patients to perform exercise bouts at intensities that exceed their physical capabilities may trigger a further downregulation of the already impaired immune system with a concomitant exacerbation of related symptoms (8,9,30). In addition, it is commonly noted that on days that CFS sufferers feel comparatively better, they often perform many more physical tasks than normal (51), most likely in an attempt to make up for all the days that they have been incapacitated. This increase in activity
may result in over-exertion followed by a relapse the next day (51), which reinforces the association between exercise and the exacerbation of symptoms. Such an inappropriate activity pattern is likely to prevent positive outcomes for exercise interventions. However, this negative scenario and association can be addressed by the employment of self-management techniques together with, or prior to, a graded exercise program.

In line with cognitive behaviourally and graded exercise-based strategies, self-management for people with CFS involves encouraging the patients to pace their activities and respect their physical and mental limitations (49,52). This self-management strategy has been termed ‘pacing’ and involves encouraging the patient to achieve an appropriate balance between activity and rest in order to avoid exacerbating symptoms. Further, this energy management strategy requires the patient to set realistic activity/exercise goals on a daily basis (49,53) and to regularly monitor and manipulated exercise/activity in terms of intensity, duration and rest periods in order to avoid possible over-exertion, which can result in worsening symptoms (49,53). Pacing takes into account the considerable fluctuations in symptom severity (49) and delayed recovery from exercise (54) that typically occurs in patients with CFS. The pacing approach is consistent with the recent observations regarding the interactions between malfunctioning of the immune system, physical activity, and symptoms in CFS patients (outlined above). In addition, some patients with CFS are reluctant to undertake psychological treatments, like cognitive behavioural therapy, for what they believe to be a physical condition. Pacing self-management techniques encourage a behavioural change and at the same time acknowledge the physical aspects of the illness.

In order to appropriately pace activities (daily activities and exercise bouts), CFS patients need to learn to estimate their current physical capabilities prior to commencing an activity,
keeping in mind the regular fluctuating nature of their symptoms. Daily activities are defined as those duties typically performed around the home and at work such as ironing, shopping, housework, gardening etc. In the absence of kinesiophobia, the activity duration used within the programme is less than that reported by the patient so to account for typical overestimations made by the patient (figure 1). Each activity block is interspersed with breaks, with the length of this break equating to the duration of the activity. This procedure is followed in order, to account for the delayed recovery from exercise commonly demonstrated in CFS sufferers. ‘Breaks’ are defined as relative periods of rest, with the patient just relaxing or performing another type of light activity (for example, in case of a break between two ironing sessions, the patient may perform a light mental activity like reading). Employing the pacing principles during a CFS patient’s daily life implicates a behavioural change. Thus, care must be taken to explain the rationale and potential benefits of the program prior to commencement, while the patient’s expectations for care should be taken into account and subsequently utilised so to encourage adherence to the program.

Figure 1 near here.

When a person with CFS is able to manage their daily activity (i.e. symptom fluctuation is reduced to a manageable level) (stabilisation phase), the therapist can then start to progress activity and exercise levels (grading phase). Patients who are functioning within the limits of their individual physical capabilities do not require pacing self-management (stabilisation phase) and can immediately enter the grading phase. Indeed, the heterogeneous CFS population can be divided into three subgroups: (1) inactive or passive patients, (2) patients who have a fluctuating activity pattern or moderately active patients, and (3) rather active or pervasively active patients (55). During this grading phase, the same pacing techniques are
applied to grade both daily activities as well as exercise levels (figure 2). When determining an appropriate exercise level, a formal, regulated exercise regime that is gentle, graded, flexible and manageable according to each individual’s capabilities is required.

Twelve weeks of paced and carefully monitored graded exercise therapy applied to 20 cases of CFS was found to result in decreased psychological stress (reduced phobic anxiety, somatisation and paranoid ideation) and with no evidence of any exacerbation in symptoms (56). The results of this uncontrolled study were extended in a randomised controlled clinical trial, which reported that paced and individually-tailored graded exercise was superior to relaxation and flexibility training in patients with CFS (21).

Success of the graded exercise therapy described by Wallman et al. (38) in CFS most likely related to the ability of CFS sufferers to reduce or even cease their exercise depending on symptom severity (pacing), while exercise levels (intensity and duration) were only increased when the individual was deemed as having coped with the current exercise regime. Coping was determined by the individual’s averaged sense of effort scores determined on the Borg scale that were associated with exercise sessions performed over a two-week period (21). Of importance, there were no dropouts from the exercise group in this study once the program commenced.

In order to reduce the possibility of exacerbating symptoms, it is very important that on days that a CFS patient feels comparatively well that they still adhere to their current exercise regime and not perform any extra exercise above this level. This rule also applies to normal everyday physical tasks such as housework and shopping. As noted earlier, overdoing physical activity on days that CFS sufferers feel comparatively better often results in a relapse
the following day. Additionally, on a day when symptoms are worse, the patient should either reduce their exercise duration to a time that they consider manageable, or if feeling particularly unwell, the exercise session should be abandoned altogether.

Figure 2 near here.

For more details regarding how to apply appropriate exercise therapy to each individual CFS case, the reader is referred to other manuscripts reporting the graded exercise interventions in detail (6,21,57).
Conclusion

There is currently strong evidence to support the use of graded exercise therapy for people with CFS. Early approaches to graded exercise therapy advised patients to keep exercising at the same level when they developed symptoms in response to the exercise (6,7). This led to exacerbation of symptoms and adverse feedback from patients and patient charities. However, graded exercise therapy for people with CFS has developed and has been influenced by studies addressing the biology and psychology of the illness. It is explained that rehabilitation specialists can apply evidence from both the biological and clinical sciences when treating patients with CFS. Graded exercise programmes for people with CFS can be safely undertaken without detrimental effects to the immune system and therefore the individual. To achieve these goals, it is important to use exercise at an intensity and duration that does not exceed an individual’s current physical capabilities.

CFS patients who have a fluctuating activity pattern and are moderately active as well as those who are rather active or pervasively active (55) may benefit from a self-management program which encompasses graded exercise therapy. This self-management program should focus on teaching the patient to estimate their current physical capabilities prior to commencing an activity, keeping in mind the regular fluctuating nature of their symptoms. For really inactive or passive patients, a formal, regulated exercise regime that is gentle, graded, flexible and manageable according to each individual’s capabilities is required. Ultimately the aim of exercise therapy is to improve everyday function of the individual.

Although many issues raised here are supported by evidence from clinical and biological sciences, further work is required. Firstly, studies examining whether the intensity and duration of activities attempted are etiologically related to the exacerbation of symptoms
following physical exertion, as proposed here, are warranted. Secondly, it would be interesting to see whether the pacing self-management program *on its own* rather than combined with graded exercise therapy has positive effects on the health status of moderately active or pervasively active CFS patients. This issue will be addressed in the ongoing large PACE trial in the United Kingdom (58). Thirdly, more work is required to unravel the interactions between the fluctuating symptom pattern of people with CFS and psychological issues such as catastrophic beliefs, depressive thoughts and mood.
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How long are you able to perform the activity without exacerbating your symptoms?

X minutes

Are you currently experiencing a good or a bad day?

good

(3X/4) minutes activity +
(3X/4) minutes break +
(3X/4) minutes activity +…

bad

(X/2) minutes activity +
(X/2) minutes break +
(X/2) minutes activity +…

Figure 1: Scheme for teaching a CFS case the pacing self-management principles (stabilisation phase).

X = the number of minutes a patient feels to be able to perform the activity without exacerbating the symptoms

Example: A CFS patient indicates she believes is capable of walking for 20 minutes without exacerbating her symptoms and is currently having a relatively good day. We advise her to walk for no longer than 15 minutes followed by a 15 minutes break. At that point the patient is instructed to reassess her health status: if her symptoms are still approximate to prior to commencing the walking exercise, then she is allowed to start a second 15 minutes walking bout. On a bad day she is instructed to further decrease the walking duration to 10 minutes (i.e. 50% of 20 minutes).

How long are you able to perform the activity without exacerbating your symptoms?

X minutes

Are you currently experiencing a good or a bad day?

good

(X + 0.1X) minutes activity +
(X + 0.1X) minutes break +
(X + 0.1X) minutes activity +…

bad

X minutes activity +
X minutes break +
X minutes activity +…

Figure 2: Scheme for teaching a CFS case the pacing self-management principles (grading phase).

X = the number of minutes a patient feels to be able to perform the activity without exacerbating the symptoms